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Transitioning the 
world towards 
seamless 
operations.

We help businesses uncover 
opportunities for continuous 
process improvement and higher 
operational efficiency.



Process Mining 
Suite for Entire 
Organization

Minit’s Process Mining solution 
visualizes how complex business 
processes objectively happen.

minit.io/software



As a leading Process 
Mining vendor, 
Minit enables 
businesses to achieve 
seamless operations 
by uncovering 
opportunities for 
higher operational 
efficiency. 
Our customer-first approach, flexible solution deployment, and 
risk-free model empower process experts as well as business 
stakeholders to quickly understand their processes and implement 
data-driven improvements from day one. 



Minit technology is built with results in mind. We focus on enabling 
individuals, teams, and entire organizations to do what they are best 
at by enhancing their day-to-day work with deep process insights and 
functional technology.

A business consists of many different stakeholders, all of whom 
rely on the right data at the right time. Minit caters to every level 
of data analysis skill, from novice to expert, and makes it easy for 
everyone to make better data-backed decisions.

Minit Process Mining solution consists of three equally important 
elements – Connectors, Minit Analyst, and Minit Dashboards. 



Minit Dashboards provide every stakeholder 
in the organization with interactive process 
insights to capture opportunities and 
mitigate undesired process outcomes.

Minit Analyst with such features as Root  
Cause Analysis, Process Compare, Business 
Rules, Process Simulation, and others, helps 
you objectively understand and analyze the 
process data.

Connectors help you easily transform all 
the necessary information from various IT 
business systems, applications, and platforms 
into a single process data model.

Connectors

Minit Analyst

Minit Dashboards
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On the back of its strong market 
presence and growth, product’s ease 
of use, significant enhancements 
in product functionalities, such as 
automated root-cause analysis and 
simulation analysis, and expansion 
in training and support capabilities, 
Minit is a Leader and Star Performer 
on the Process Mining Products PEAK 
Matrix®. Clients have found its product 
to be intuitive and have highlighted 
its proactive support and flexibility as 
some of the key strengths.

Amardeep Modi
Practice Director at Everest Group



Trusted by
Industry Leaders

“Process mining with Minit has proven to be 
a key driver in making intelligent, day-to-
day improvements, on every level. Giving our 
business users the power to understand, in 
detail, the processes they work on, without 
the need for expert-level data analysis 
knowledge, has been groundbreaking.” 

Juha Byman,  
Head of Advanced Analytics, Stora Enso
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Connectors

Extract the right data for Process 
Mining analysis with ease.

minit.io/connectors



Data extraction, cleaning, and preparation lie at the core of every 
Process Mining initiative. With so-called connectors, you’ll easily 
transform all the necessary information from various IT business 
systems, applications, and platforms into a single process data 
model.

Most business systems store their data in a proprietary format and 
structure that need to be adjusted and understood before being 
processed. Moreover, you need the right data logs for the analysis 
of a certain process in a certain time period, and only attributes 
that are relevant to it to prevent “garbage in, garbage out” problem. 

Connectors extract data from the source business systems and 
data interfaces (web service, flat files, database, etc.), transform 
the data into event logs by combining it with a relevant data model, 
enhance the event log with attributes needed for drilling down, 
filtering, and custom metrics calculations prepare data for loading 
into Minit Analyst.

Connectors analyze the data and automatically set the encoding, 
delimiter, and all the other parameters for a preview. Minit can 
also create custom connectors or join forces with your team and 
develop them based on your specific needs. 
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Connectors extract data
from common business systems

Or any other system with ODBC drivers, 
for example
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Minit Analyst

Minit Analyst is the backbone of 
the Minit solution. In the most 
user-friendly way, it helps you 
discover, monitor, and improve 
business processes, based on 
data from IT event logs.

minit.io/software



AI-Powered  
Root Cause Analysis 

Employ Machine Learning algorithms to 
uncover hidden connections in process 
data and investigate where and why 
problems occur.

Mining Attribute 
Selection 

Don’t limit your process view only to the 
activity perspective. Analyze process 
based on various attributes.

Business Rules Check how your process is complying 
with the pre-set rules and stay alerted 
to learn if your operational KPIs and 
standards are met.

Process Simulation Before you go live, see the impact of 
changes applied to processes or find out 
which optimization proposals return best 
results.

Custom Metrics Don’t limit your process analysis with 
predefined functions. Use custom metrics 
to tailor the analysis as you need.

Minit Analyst’s unique features 
include
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Hierarchical 
Process Mining 

Experience a new dimension in process 
map interpretation & simplification, 
enabling you to drill down or zoom out all   
the process activities as needed.

Rework Detector Automatically identify repeating activities 
across your processes and pinpoint the 
root cause and impact of rework.

Process Compare Gain insights into which business process 
is performing better or learn how it has 
deviated from the original blueprint.
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AI-Powered Root Cause 
Analysis.  

Uncover hidden connections and causalities in process 
data. 

By tracing back information from process data, AI-Powered Root 
Cause Analysis allows you to investigate what happened and why. 

When you bump into an anomaly in your dataset during a process 
analysis -- for example, the Order-to-Cash (OTC) process is taking 
too long -- you know it’s just the beginning of your work. You need to 
dig deeper and learn what is behind, why it happens, which specific 
attributes (suppliers, plants, materials, etc.) are causing it. 



Your goal is to identify the combination of attributes having the most 
negative impact on the problem. 

To get the answers, run the AI-Powered Root Cause Analysis, which 
is based on intelligently selected Machine Learning algorithms. You 
will be able to compute the combination of the influencing attributes 
and the root causes of faults and problems your process experiences. 

The AI algorithm computes a tree-like structure where each node 
makes the best statistical split of the dataset into two smaller parts, 
based on correlations. 

Root Cause Analysis, following a process discovery phase, helps you 
investigate operational issues on many levels objectively, based on 
hard data. It also allows you to convert all the findings into filters for 
further analysis of particular cases. 

You’ll know which plants are triggering the longer cases duration, 
which suppliers are causing delays, why some decisions are stuck in 
rework. Such an analysis will later create the basis for your process 
improvement initiatives. 
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Mining Attribute Selection.

Don’t limit your process view only to the activity  
perspective. Analyze processes based on various  
attributes.

The Mining Attribute Selection enables you to choose a different 
process mining attribute from the event log. This option will help you 
visualize and analyze the process map from a different angle. The 
map flow will be shown from the viewpoint of another attribute, for 
example the flow between departments, regions, order status, etc.



To run a successful process mining analysis, the minimum required 
input data consists of:

• CaseID – a unique identifier of the process instance 
• Timestamp – a unique identifier of the time when the instance 

happened
• Activity – a unique identifier of action that happened to this spe-

cific case at this specific time

However, datasets usually also contain additional information such 
as cost centre, employee, country, region, plants, departments, and 
many others. During process analysis and evaluation, you might come 
to the point that you need to see the process map or dashboards vi-
sualizations from a different angle. 

What if you need to know the process flow among employees? Or 
which departments create bottlenecks? Which countries are running 
the supply chain inefficiently? 

To see your process map from a different perspective – e.g., how your 
process flows between departments, plants, regions, etc. instead of 
activities – simply choose the desired attribute in the process map. 
Minit will recalculate and visualize the analysis results, including per-
formance analysis, finance, or rework detection. 
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Easily check how your process is complying with the pre-
set rules.

Conformance checking is a critical part of every business. With 
Minit Business Rules, you’ll keep control and immediately intervene 
whenever the predefined process rules are violated.

Business Rules functionality helps you: 

• distinguish where you’ve been missing the target, 

• where you should pay more attention, and 

• which process is performing according to the rules. 

Business Rules. 



It enables you to create your own list of severities and immediately 
see where you stand and whether you need to take some further 
action to keep the performance within pre-set KPIs and process 
standards. 

The stages of Business Rules alerts are divided into 3 groups, 
based on severity:

 

Error – the activity performance is off the pre-
defined standards/KPIs 

Warning – the activity performance is within the 
limits but you should pay attention to it, stay alerted 
and proactively start looking into potential issues 

OK - the activity performance is within the pre-
defined standards/KPIs

Compliance checking based on Business Rules is defined in 
process context, applied in all process views. The process map 
view displays all the pre-set Business Rules with an icon informing 
you about adherence to the rules. 
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With the Business Rules functionality, you’ll be able to evaluate 
potential process compliance violations at a glance. Immediately 
spotting errors and warnings will provide you with the right insights 
to make data-driven decisions and react faster to undesired 
incidents in your operations.



Optimize operations without risk and see the impact of 
changes before going live.

Employ Minit Process Simulation on your existing processes to find 
out how changing process variables changes the overall results. 

No need to guess anymore, now you can:
• Test your process optimization hypothesis 
• See impacts of overall process performance 
• Understand change consequences beforehand 

Optimizing a process is not an easy task. A large amount of 
variables, input and steps involved affecting each other can lead to 
an unintentional decrease of overall process performance. 

Apply Minit Process Simulation on an existing process and custom-
set variables affecting it, such as resources dedicated to a task, 
manhour rate, working hours and days, distribution of process 
starts, task duration, and others. Immediately see how changing 
the variables translates into the process performance, map, and 
statistics.

Once the simulation confirms that assumed changes deliver the 
desired results, you know what changes need to be applied and 
how to optimize the process. This allows you to make a risk-free 

Process Simulation. 
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decision, based on data, not assumptions.

With Minit Process Simulation, you have an option to save the 
simulated process, together with its virtual logs for further before-
after process comparison. This way you have a benchmark in which 
to reference real-life changes. Moreover, you can see and edit the 
new process as a standardized BPMN diagram, adjust the process 
flow, and simulate the new flow afterwards.
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Tailor the metrics of your process analysis.

Create, edit, and customize the metrics over the process data to 
produce meaningful and unique insights, resulting in a complex, yet 
detailed process analysis.

No two companies are identical and thus it’s not always possible to 
conduct deep process analysis with predefined “one-size-fits-all” 
metrics. How do you find exact results, root causes, statistical data 
or flaws that are specific for your company and process?

If you are familiar with Excel, you are also familiar with creating 
customized metrics. Using similar syntax and functions, you can build 
tailored statistics and functions within the Minit Process Mining solution 
without cumbersome coding. The editor provides formula validation, 
automatic data type detection, as well as Syntax Highlight and 
IntelliPrompt.

Custom Metrics allow you to apply various mathematical, 
DateTime, string, or other functions in a formula editor. They can 
be assigned to both edges and activities, and you can apply the 
syntax in the Statistics view and within the process filters, too.

Process map visualization also accommodates the view to the 
selected metrics based on the context and datatype and shows 
the calculated values. You can switch among multiple metrics and 

Custom Metrics.  
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immediately see the changes in process map visualization.

Custom Metrics feature gives you a powerful tool at hand to 
comprehensively and thoroughly analyze processes, while also 
controlling the outcomes, thanks to better understanding of the 
specific conditions within your company. 



New dimension in process map interpretation based on 
unique patent-pending technology.

See which process activities are executed on which level of the 
company structure, website structure, running systems and 
applications, or any other activity levels.  
Get aggregated data and the process map adjusted  
to the level you are focused on. Drill down deeper or zoom out, if 
needed.

Complex processes run within the company through multiple 
business units, which are responsible for handling parts of the 
process. It’s difficult to understand how the process flows from one 
department to another, which team is responsible for a particular 
action, and how the flow continues within the same business unit 
or outside of it.

With Minit’s Hierarchical Process Mining, you can immediately see 
the aggregated data for each unit and switch among frequency, 
performance, rework or finance view, to quickly understand how 
the workload, duration, costs and other attributes of the process 
are distributed among the units.

By that, you know where to focus and most important – what 
managerial level (VP, director, team lead, or other) talk to in 

Hierarchical Process Mining. 
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your organization in order to apply process improvement, be it 
automation, resource re-allocation or other necessary actions.

Once you apply the changes, see the process improvements and 
measure how they contributed to higher efficiency of the business 
units.  
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Rework Detector. 

Find unnecessary reworks, take steps to address their root 
causes, eliminate them, and clear the path to seamless 
processes.

Process rework means you are spending at least twice as much 
effort on an activity than necessary, allocating time and resources 
again just to reach the goal that should have already been 
achieved. 

Do you know?

•  How many cases contain rework? 
• The scale of rework? 
• Whether it is within the same activity or spreading 

over multiple activities? 
• Which activity initiates and which removes the 

rework?

To analyze the occurrence and scale of rework and investigate 
which activities trigger and end it, employ Minit Rework Detector.

Minit Rework Detector within a Process Mining map and statistics 
view clearly pinpoints the scale of rework, consisting both of loops 
(complex rework over multiple activities) and self-loops (rework 
within the same activity). It also calculates loop inflow and outflow, 
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separating the loop starting activities (triggers) and ending 
activities (finishers) from the actual repeated activities.

Minit Rework Detector will help you identify the most common 
reasons of rework, which are: 

• quality issues (e.g. incorrectly filled-in forms), 

• faulty process set-up (e.g. process or form have not been 
designed correctly in the first place), 

• external factors (e.g. change in order by the customer). 

In addition, you’ll be able to constantly check and optimize the 
process for further potential rework elimination and better process 
transparency. 





Visualize, compare, and analyze performance of a process 
& its various real-life or simulated versions, as well as its 
BPMN model.

In a corporation operating in various regions with many sites, 
employees perform several different processes every day. And 
even though the company has the processes standardized, it’s not 
uncommon that each country or site adjusts the process based on 
its own best practices, traditions, different business opportunities, 
approaches to suppliers and customers, or legal  
requirements/regulations. 

Process Compare helps you inspect different modifications of a 
process based on different regions, countries, departments, as well 
as different views generated from a single process based on two 
time periods.

You will also gain transparency to compare your real-life process 
with blueprints or BPMN models to monitor potential compliance 
issues and either adjust the process performance or redesign the 
model.

The Process Compare functionality numerically and graphically 
displays not only differences in frequency, performance, and 
finance metrics, but also numerical differences in attribute values 
of two processes.

Process Compare. 
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Minit Process Compare functionality provides an intuitive and 
efficient comparison of processes, enabling you to: 

• Continuously improve performance, thanks to comparing 
processes before/after optimization,

• Improve efficiency by pinpointing the best performers among 
various process modifications,

• Check compliance in detail by comparing real-life processes 
with blueprints/BPMN models,

• Tangibly see future adjustments through a comparison of the 
actual and the simulated process. 
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Minit Dashboards
Turn complex data into strong 
arguments with most powerful 
dashboards.

minit.io/dashboards



We like the user-centric 
approach of Minit a lot, 
as too many enterprise 
technologies focus on 
the IT and administrator 
roles and overlook the 
importance of end users.

Alan Penz-Sharpe
Founder



Visualize key findings from your 
process analysis and control 
the progress of process change 
initiatives. Improve and accelerate 
reactions to the developments in your 
company as they arise. 

With Minit Dashboards, your 
enhanced process control comes 
on multiple business levels, from 
strategic to tactical to operational, 
with the option to cover all the 
monthly, weekly, as well as daily 
reporting. Minit Dashboards allow you 
to publish and access the results of 
the process analysis and monitor the 
actual state online.



Visualizations Comprehensively display easy-to-
understand depictions of any process 
by combining graphs, charts, statistics, 
process variants, and the process map 
itself

Selections When focusing on a specific issue 
or trying to find the root cause of 
inefficiencies, just select what interests 
you and Dashboards will behave 
accordingly

Presentations No more backup or static slides – just drill 
down into the currently open slide and 
use all the power of interaction to answer 
all ad-hoc stakeholders’ questions

Interactivity Immediately access live analysis to 
answer follow-up questions that arise in 
discussions

You can create interactive 
dashboards with built-in drilldown 
capabilities, including:



Storytelling Combine analytics and visual 
commentary to provide A-to-Z 
explanation of your findings, as well as a 
timeline of the slides presenting insights 
and ideas

Qlik’s Cognitive     
Engine

Employ augmented intelligence-powered 
and context-aware suggestions to easily 
create and enhance your dashboards; the 
Insights functionality learns from your 
actions and data, while also understanding  
your questions

Responsive Easily use and create Dashboards on any 
device with a friendly drag & drop method
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Use Cases

How can you employ Process 
Mining at your organization?

minit.io/use-cases



With Minit Process Mining, 
you can very easily delve 
into process details. There 
are a lot of different ways 
you can slice and dice 
your OTC and PTP cycles. 
Process Mining is a super 
interesting way to go 
about it. 

Sander Rurup
Senior Data Analyst and Analytics Team Manager at BDO Netherlands



01.
Procure-to-Pay 
(PTP)

Minit highlights issues in your 
PTP process and gives you a tool
for achieving a single, transparent 
view of your global operations
and identifying best practices.

02.
Order-to-Cash 
(OTC)

Dive deep into your O2C process 
with the help of Minit Process
Mining solution to analyze and 
visualize how effectively you
convert your company’s products 
or services into money.

03.
Process Discovery 
& Process Map-
ping

Minit discovers business proces-
ses by examining the event logs 
from various IT systems. From 
this unstructured data, Minit 
automatically creates a process 
map to enable in-depth analysis.

04.
Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA)

Minit is the difference between 
success and disappointment in
any RPA initiative thanks to 
optimizing the processes first, 
while also finding the best 
candidates for automation.
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05.
Process Analysis 
& Optimization

Minit analyzes the current state 
of your business processes 
to get a baseline for process 
improvements and identify key 
problem areas to be addressed by 
BPM.

06.
Audit 
& Compliance

Minit technology enables 
automatic, data-driven, unbiased, 
and fact-based operational audit 
and compliance checking, to make
sure organization’s internal 
controls are working.

07.
Digital 
Transformation

Process Mining plays a key role 
in the digital transformation 
of organizations, helping them 
adapt quickly by continuously 
analyzing data and developing 
insights that drive new value.

08.
Mortgage Loan 
Process

Eliminate risks and challenges 
in your back-office processes 
with Process Mining. Process 
standardization can reduce 
operating costs by up to 30% for 
mortgage lenders.
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Case Studies
Get inspired by real-life case 
studies based on international 
businesses from various 
industries.

minit.io/case-studies



Order to Cash

Global Chemical Manufacturer 
Saves $1.2M by Optimizing 
Order-to-Cash. 

Data Analysis Focus
  
• Baseline information, case duration 

influencers  
• Impact of changes on the case 

duration, delivery, overview per 
customer, sales group, material group  

• Credit management activities and 
impact on processes (case duration, 
delivery, customer, sales group,  
material group)  

• Unusual cases: delivery before order 

ROI
 
• Transactional costs minimized due to 

elimination of Sales Order changes; 
annual savings ~$390K 

• Hidden potential standardization 
unlocked and results; annual savings 
~$325K  

• Opportunities for Payment Collections 
streamlining defined; annual savings 
~$350K; potential savings ~$490K  

• Lowering the risk of Operational 
issues due to 100% process 
transparency and compliance; annual 
savings ~$2K (905) 

Global company with more than $18 billion in annual 
revenue, 50+ facilities globally, and 35k employees to help 
improve the end-to-end OTC cycle. 
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Sales Cycle

International Bank Uses Process 
Mining for Sales Cycle, Increasing 
Loan Acceptance. 

Data Analysis Focus
  
• Customer nurturing phases: how does 

calling or not calling customers to 
complete documentation impact final 
outcome of loan acceptance? 

• Market demand: what impacts 
customers asking for multiple 
offers, and how do single offer loan 
requests differ from multiple offer loan 
requests? 

• Focused vs multi-pronged nurturing: 
how are loan acceptance rates 
impacted when an offer is presented in 
a single conversation versus multiple 
conversations?

Recommendations
 
• Calling customers to complete 

documentation has a positive impact 
on acceptance rates: Mandatory call 
to customers for documentation 
completion 

• Acceptance ratio increases when 
multiple offers are made over multiple 
conversations: Multiple offers over 
multiple conversations as mandatory 
process 

• Loan acceptance rates increase when 
multiple offers are made: Make more 
than one offer

Minit Process Mining worked with an international Belgium 
bank ($3B annual revenue; 11K employees) to analyze the 
influence customer nurturing had on the Sales Cycle.
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Purchase to Pay

Telco Giant Saves $5M on 
Purchase-to-Pay with Process 
Mining. 

Data Analysis Focus
  
• Process compliance: Purchase Order 

(PO) without purchase request, 
invoice paid before approval, invoice 
validated after payment  

• Process efficiency: canceled invoices 
or POs, PO changes, invoice changes, 
POs closed without action 

• Process automation: POs closed 
manually, manually approved invoices, 
low value invoices  

• Optimize working capital: early 
payments, late payments, invoice 
creation after goods received 

ROI
 
• Process improvement: rework 

elimination, change avoidance, PO 
bundling; annual savings ~$3M 

• Process efficiency elimination of no 
action POs; annual savings ~$52K  

• Process automation PO closed 
manually, low-value invoices 
automation; annual savings ~$2.3M 

• Optimize working capital early 
payments, late payments; annual 
savings ~$2K (933) 

Minit helped a global telco company with $13B annual 
revenue and 25k employees apply Process Mining to P2P to 
realize over $5M in annual savings. 
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Data Analysis Focus

• Baseline process information, resource 
cost overview 

• Activity characteristics suitable for 
RPA: rule-based, standardized with 
few exceptions, structured data 

• RPA recorder 
• Invoice approval with bot analysis

ROI

• 3 hour reduction in mean case 
duration. Mean case duration:

• before RPA > 2d 8h 32m / 
• after RPA < 2d 5h 41m; 5 months 

savings ~€466K

Logistics Company Saves €466K 
by Reducing Case Duration by 3 
Hours. 

Robotic Process Automation

Minit Process Mining supports clients in pursuit of process 
automation. Logistics is a highly process-driven industry 
for reasons including regulation, safety, and profitability. 
By following the data, we helped a client ($150M annual 
revenue; 900+ employees) automate a key process and save 
€466,000 over a 5 month period.
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About Minit

One of the leading market 
providers of Process Mining 
solutions.

minit.io/about



Our Mission

We believe that every organization 
can achieve digital transformation and 
operational excellence. That’s why 
we are on a mission to create a world 
where every process is easily and 
automatically analyzed and improved.

Via our solution, we are encouraging 
everyone to explore the benefits of the 
Process Mining technology for their 
organization.

You don’t need to be a data or process 
expert to be able to do this. We have 
built our solution for every user who is 
eager to understand their processes, 
empowering them to make data-driven 
decisions from day one.
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Global Venture Capital companies have backed our growth 
in the seed and Series A rounds, with the total investment 
of $10.3M.

Backed by Global Investors

Leadership

Rastislav Hlavac
Chief Strategy Officer

Jaro Zubak
Chief Technology Officer

Michal Rosik
Chief Product Officer

Andrew Morris
Chief Sales Officer

Zuzana Vancova
Director of Operations

Jana Gregusova
Head of Consulting

Daniel Tomcala
Head of Marketing

James Dening
Chief Executive Officer
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Minit Offices

Minit is a tech scale-up based 
out of Europe with offices in 
Amsterdam, London, New York, 
and Bratislava.



London
The Stanley Building
7 Pancras Square
King’s Cross
London, N1C 4AG, UK

New York
104 West 40th Street
New York City
10018
New York, USA

Amsterdam
Prins Bernhardplein 200
1097JB
Amsterdam
Netherlands

Bratislava
Kosicka 56
821 08
Bratislava
Slovak Republic
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Contact Us

minit.io/contact

salesbox@coneysolutions.nl
+31(0)20 851 9700

 



Get in touch 
with our team and learn 
how we can help you 
deliver effective business 
process improvements.
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